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RECOMMENDATIONS
Patients should be informed about the benefits and risks of endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP).

Only specially trained and competent personnel should carry out endoscope reprocessing.

Manufacturers of duodenoscopes should provide detailed instructions on how to use and reprocess their equipment.

In the case of modifications to their equipment, manufacturers should provide updated instructions for use.

Detailed reprocessing protocols based on the manufacturer’s instructions for use should clearly lay out the different reprocessing steps necessary for each endoscope model.

Appropriate cleaning equipment should be used for duodenoscopes in compliance with the manufacturer’s instructions for use.

Only purpose-designed, endoscope type-specific, single-use cleaning brushes should be used, to ensure optimal cleaning.

As soon as the endoscope is withdrawn from the patient, bedside cleaning should be performed, followed by leak testing, thorough manual cleaning steps, and automated reprocessing, in order to:
This Position Statement of the European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) and European Society of Gastroenterology Nurses and Associates (ESGENA) addresses the recent outbreaks of infection with multidrug-resistant organisms following endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography, and proposes measures to prevent or manage such outbreaks. As a consequence of the outbreaks, the development of purpose-designed cleaning equipment has been intensified, and manufacturers have provided more instructions on how to reprocess duodenoscopes appropriately and how to identify when servicing is necessary. The Position Statement addresses the importance of staff training, reprocessing and maintenance of duodenoscopes, process validation, and microbiological surveillance, as well as outbreak management.

Glossary

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) A substance present in all living cells that provides energy for many metabolic processes and is involved in making ribonucleic acid.

Clinical care provider An organization, person or group of persons legally responsible for the provision of a clinical service. This could be an institution, hospital or department, or a doctor working on his/her own premises.

Performance qualification Final inspections and tests to confirm that an endoscope washer-disinfector is effective for endoscope reprocessing in the environment at the reprocessing area. It is based on the European and International Standard, EN ISO 15883.

This Position Statement of the European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) and European Society of Gastroenterology Nurses and Associates (ESGENA) addresses the recent outbreaks of infection with multidrug-resistant organisms following endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography, and proposes measures to prevent or manage such outbreaks. As a consequence of the outbreaks, microbiological surveillance of a proportion of the department’s endoscopes should be performed every 3 months, with the requirement that all endoscopes used in the unit are tested at least once a year.

In the case of suspected endoscopy-related infection, the relevant device (e.g., endoscope, EWD) should be taken out of service until adequate corrective actions have been taken.

Outbreaks should be managed by a multidisciplinary team, including endoscopy, hygiene, and microbiology experts, manufacturers, and regulatory bodies, according to national standards and/or laws.

In the case of suspected multidrug-resistant organism (MDRO) outbreaks, close cooperation between the endoscopy unit and the clinical health provider is essential (including infection control departments and hospital hygienists).

Introduction

Since its introduction more than 40 years ago, endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) has fundamentally changed the treatment of biliopancreatic diseases. The procedure is considered standard for the treatment of common bile duct stones and of tumors obstructing the biliary tract, and may be applied for pancreatic duct stones or strictures. Since the late 1970s there have been sporadic reports of nosocomial infections linked to endoscopic procedures, the majority caused by inadequate reprocessing of endoscopes [1].

Infections due to multidrug-resistant organisms (MDROs) however have increasingly become a concern in health care, including in gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopy [2]. Since 2010, reports of individual cases and serial outbreaks of MDRO infections associated with ERCP have been published in the United States of America (USA), France, Germany and the Netherlands [3 – 8]. In addition, there have been cases and series of outbreaks that have only been reported to national regulatory bodies in the respective countries [2, 9 – 12].

Screening and identifying patients who are carriers of infective organisms is often problematic. MDROs can be transmitted from one patient to another, or, as the human gut can be regarded as a bacterial reservoir, within patients themselves. The hospital environment (hands, doorhandles, furniture, toilets, bathroom facilities, etc) also poses a potential infection risk if

- Remove debris from external and internal surfaces;
- Prevent any drying of body fluids, blood, or debris;
- Prevent any formation of biofilms.

In addition to the leak test, visual inspection of the distal end as well as regular maintenance of duodenoscopes should be performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions for use, in order to detect any damage at an early stage.

The entire reprocessing procedure in endoscope washer-disinfectors (EWDs) should be validated according to the European and International Standard, EN ISO 15883.

Routine technical tests of EWDs should be performed according to the validation reports.

Abbreviations

ERCP endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography
EWD endoscope washer-disinfector
FDA [US] Food and Drug Administration
GI gastrointestinal
MDRO multidrug-resistant organism
SOP standard operating procedure
not cleaned/disinfected appropriately. A key component in the chain of infection is often poor hand hygiene of clinical staff, visitors, and/or patients.

Because of limited antibiotic therapeutic options, infections with MDROs may result in poor clinical outcomes. Carbapenem-resistant enterobacteria are MDROs that produce carbapenemases – enzymes that hydrolyze the beta-lactam ring and inactivate beta-lactam antibiotics [2]. Several strains of carbapenemase-producing intestinal bacteria have been detected after outbreaks related to ERCP [13]. Immunocompromised patients, especially those with cholangiocarcinoma and biliary stents, are at increased risk of acquiring these infections, often with resulting poor outcomes [2, 13, 14]. Despite the risk, these immunocompromised patients potentially may benefit significantly from therapeutic ERCP.

As a result of the MDRO outbreaks associated with ERCP, the European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) and the European Society of Gastroenterology Nurses and Associates (ESGENA) formulated this Position Statement to give advice regarding the reprocessing of duodenoscopes.

**Method**

This ESGE-ESGENA Position Statement is based on a multidisciplinary consensus from an expert working group consisting of gastroenterologists, endoscopy nurses, chemists, microbiologists, and industry representatives, with experience in developing national and international guidelines in hygiene and infection control.

A literature search was carried out evaluating published reports of ERCP-related outbreaks, reviews, and national guidelines, during the period 2010–2016.

Based on the assessment of the literature reviews and advice from various official national bodies, this Position Statement reflects expert opinion on what constitutes good clinical practice [15, 16]. The quality of evidence and strength of recommendations were not formally graded [17] as they were generally low.

The authors met twice during 2016. A consensus document was agreed in 2017. The manuscript was sent to all ESGE and ESGENA member societies and their individual members and to two ESGE Governing Board members for approval, resulting in this final version, agreed by all authors.

**Literature review and questions raised by the outbreaks**

Although most of the duodenoscopes involved were made by Olympus, it is important to emphasize that duodenoscopes from all major manufacturers (Olympus, Pentax, Fujifilm) were involved in the reported outbreaks.

The reported outbreaks and the publications featured the following issues:

- Multidrug-resistant Enterobacteriaceae (including *Klebsiella pneumoniae* and *Escherichia coli*) and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* were found in duodenoscopes, especially at the distal end, around the forceps elevator mechanism [2–13].
- One outbreak was promoted by insufficient cleaning and drying of endoscopes [3], while other outbreaks occurred in spite of apparently appropriate reprocessing protocols [2, 4–8, 13]. This raises a question about the efficacy of the reprocessing procedures for flexible endoscopes. GI endoscopes, including duodenoscopes, may have a bacterial burden of $10^{8}$–$10^{9}$ or $8–10 \log_{10}$ on a logarithmic scale, before reprocessing. Manual cleaning plus machine reprocessing leads to an $8–12 \log_{10}$ reduction of the microbial load. Consequently, the safety margin is narrow at $0–2 \log_{10}$ [18], and not achieved if the reprocessing is not carried out in line with the decontamination protocols. Therefore, even minor deviations from reprocessing protocols can result in potentially infective materials remaining in parts of the endoscope, which consequently increases the risk of cross-contamination.
- In several outbreak series, epidemiological investigations identified the duodenoscopes as the potential source of the outbreak, but the outbreak strains could not be cultivated from all the suspected endoscopes. This may support the hypothesis that periodic rather than continual irregularities in reprocessing caused these outbreaks [2, 7, 11–13, 18]. Endoscope reprocessing includes a number of manual cleaning steps. Human error and inaccurate handling can leave residual debris on and in the instruments after manual cleaning, which increases the risk of inadequate decontamination.
- In many outbreaks, small cracks at the distal end of the duodenoscopes were identified when the suspected endoscopes were sent for maintenance or repair [4–8]. Small defects were identified behind glass lenses and around the elevator mechanisms, which could have been the entry points for bacteria and subsequent biofilm formation. This raises the question of whether the leak test can accurately identify these micro defects or whether the leak tests were not carried out according to manufacturers’ recommendations soon after the procedures.
- Because of the lateral position of the lens, duodenoscopes are more likely to be exposed to mechanical stress than gastrosopes or colonoscopes, which may be one reason for the occurrence of the aforementioned defects. The elevator mechanism and the narrow lumen behind the fixed distal caps of duodenoscopes are difficult to access with standard cleaning brushes [3, 4, 8].
- In many reports the quality and appropriateness of the cleaning brushes used and their ability to access all parts of the distal tips of the duodenoscopes were identified as crucial in preventing cross-contamination [2–8]. The cleaning brush size needs to be appropriate for the size of the instrument/suction channel and other components. The brushes should have adequate bristles to ensure thorough cleaning in line with manufacturers’ recommendations.
- Insufficient hand hygiene and cleaning/disinfection of the patient environment were also identified as factors favoring bacterial patient-to-patient transmission [7]. Carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae infections were transmitted...
from one patient to another whether they had undergone ERCP or not.

- Reviews and editorials discussed the outbreaks and their consequences without agreeing on a single identifiable cause but rather pointing to multiple factors [2, 11–13, 18, 19].
- In one hospital, despite apparently appropriate reprocessing, 2% of duodenoscopes were found to be contaminated with nonpathogenic and pathogenic germs [20]. As an additional step, all reprocessed duodenoscopes were then quarantined for 48 hours before the next use, until negative microbiological cultures were obtained [20].

In the reported cases the outbreaks were stopped by the following measures:

- The reprocessing procedure was reviewed and improved [3].
- The suspected duodenoscopes were taken out of service and necessary investigations were initiated [3–8].
- Contaminated duodenoscopes were sent for maintenance, repair, and replacement of single components, even though micro defects had not been identified by endoscopy staff during leak testing [4, 7, 8].
- At one center, duodenoscopes were sterilized with ethylene oxide after conventional cleaning and disinfection. This did not lead to a satisfactory reduction in micro-organisms [4].

Reactions from regulatory bodies

In the USA the reported outbreaks drew considerable media attention. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) published several statements to raise awareness among health care professionals that the complex design of duodenoscopes might impede effective reprocessing [9]. Official bodies and professional societies in various European countries (e.g., France, Germany, The Netherlands) also informed their health care providers accordingly, initiated appropriate actions, and issued recommendations on how to:

- Prevent cross-contamination;
- Improve/ensure effective reprocessing;
- Manage outbreaks.

Recommendations

In response to the reported outbreaks, ESGE and ESGENA make the following recommendations.

Patient information and informed consent

**RECOMMENDATION**

Patients should be informed about the benefits and risks of ERCP.

It is undisputed that many biliopancreatic diseases, including life-threatening conditions, can be successfully managed by ERCP. The risk of ERCP-related infections is relatively low compared to the potential benefits. Consequently, national regulatory bodies in the USA and in Europe recommend not to discontinue carrying out ERCPs, but to inform patients about the potential risk of infections during these procedures [9, 10].

Training, awareness, and professional duty

**RECOMMENDATION**

Only specially trained and competent personnel should carry out endoscope reprocessing.

**RECOMMENDATION**

Manufacturers of duodenoscopes should provide detailed instructions on how to use and reprocess their equipment.

**RECOMMENDATION**

In the case of modifications to their equipment, manufacturers should provide updated instructions for use.

Reprocessing of medical devices requires specialized knowledge and skills, as emphasized by European and national guidelines and national laws/standards. It is the responsibility of the clinical service provider to ensure the training and competence of staff involved in the reprocessing of equipment [21–26], and to provide adequate staffing levels in addition to space and reprocessing equipment (structure quality) to enable reprocessing according to manufacturers’ instructions. Staff should be aware of their responsibilities in reprocessing complex medical devices.

Reprocessing staff need to be familiar with:

- The specific design of each endoscope model used in a department, including endoscopes on loan;
- Infection prevention policies, including health and safety issues and hand hygiene;
- Endoscope decontamination processes, including all essential steps of cleaning, disinfection, drying, storage, documentation, and traceability.

Officially recognized training courses and systems of ongoing competency assessment are available in many European countries. ESGENA has developed a European Curriculum that includes the training and competencies required in reprocessing of endoscopes [26].

Reviews of outbreaks showed that the potential risk of infections increases if national guidelines and local protocols are not strictly followed [1, 2]. Therefore, periodic audits of the reprocessing procedures as well as periodic training sessions and competency assessments are helpful tools to identify deficiencies, to implement improvements, and to ensure up-to-date practices.
If new endoscopes are introduced into an endoscopy unit, it is the manufacturer’s legal responsibility to provide updated information on appropriate reprocessing protocols [27].

If health care professionals (physicians, nurses, reprocessing experts) have the impression that new or changed designs hinder or prevent safe reprocessing, it is their professional responsibility to inform the service provider and/or the manufacturer about these difficulties. If the problem persists, regulatory bodies must be informed.

Reprocessing and maintenance of duodenoscopes

**RECOMMENDATION**

Detailed reprocessing protocols based on the manufacturer’s instructions for use should clearly lay out the different reprocessing steps necessary for each endoscope model.

**RECOMMENDATION**

Appropriate cleaning equipment should be used for duodenoscopes in compliance with the manufacturer’s instructions for use.

**RECOMMENDATION**

Only purpose-designed, endoscope type-specific, single-use cleaning brushes should be used, to ensure optimal cleaning.

**RECOMMENDATION**

As soon as the endoscope is withdrawn from the patient, bedside cleaning should be performed, followed by leak testing, thorough manual cleaning steps, and automated reprocessing, in order to

- Remove debris from external and internal surfaces;
- Prevent any drying of body fluids, blood, or debris;
- Prevent any formation of biofilms.

**RECOMMENDATION**

In addition to the leak test, visual inspection of the distal end as well as regular maintenance of duodenoscopes should be performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions for use, in order to detect any damage at an early stage.

Even if automated reprocessing is performed, a thorough bedside cleaning followed by full manual cleaning according to the manufacturer’s instructions for use is essential, paying special attention to appropriate brushing and detergent flushing of all channels.

Thorough cleaning is a prerequisite for effective disinfection. Any deviation from guidelines and protocols may result in failure of the reprocessing procedure, as infection outbreaks have demonstrated [1, 2]. Bedside cleaning and the manual cleaning steps with flushing and brushing of the entire channel systems are the most important steps for the removal of debris, blood, and body fluids. Remaining protein debris can become fixed by drying or by using inappropriate chemicals. Biofilm formation is possible if the cleaning and rinsing steps have not been carried out correctly. As some Gram-negative bacteria can undergo cell division every 20 to 30 minutes, it is essential to complete all reprocessing steps quickly, before bacterial growth and debris begin to dry on surfaces thereby promoting the formation of biofilms [25, 28]. Micro-organisms embedded in biofilms are 10 to 100 times more resistant to process chemicals than planktonic (free-floating) micro-organisms [29], and are frequently released from biofilms. Some national guidelines recommend performance of all manual reprocessing steps within 30 minutes after completion of the patient examination [25, 30].

In response to the recent outbreaks, endoscope manufacturers have reviewed and updated their reprocessing instructions for duodenoscopes and have consequently alerted their customers [9, 23].

Cleaning brushes are themselves difficult to clean and they potentially carry over organic material, and damaged brushes may damage the equipment channels. Therefore it is strongly recommended to use new single-use cleaning brushes for each reprocessing cycle in order to prevent cross-contamination and damage to the endoscopes [21]. All guidelines emphasize the need for thorough brushing of all accessible channels [21 – 25, 31]. Studies have shown the positive effect of multiple cleaning/brushing procedures [32]. However it is difficult to calculate the exact optimal number of brushing cycles, as the germ load varies greatly from patient to patient.

The currently available duodenoscopes differ in the design of their distal tip and their elevator mechanism, depending on the manufacturer and the endoscope generation (see ▶Table 1). The differences between duodenoscopes, according to model and manufacturer, must be taken into account during reprocessing, and the different types require different approaches for cleaning. The following general recommendations may serve as a guide.

- **Duodenoscopes with accessible elevator wire channels.**
  If the elevator wire channel is accessible, it is essential to flush the channel immediately by using dedicated cleaning adapters upon withdrawal. It is necessary to connect it correctly in the endoscope washer-disinfector (EWD) as well as in the drying cabinets (if available). In addition the elevator lever should be positioned according to EWD manufacturer instructions (e.g. at a 45° angle).

- **Duodenoscopes with removable distal caps.** Removable distal caps and distal ends make cleaning easier as they enable free access for brushes to the elevator mechanism. Reusable detachable caps also need a thorough manual cleaning before automated reprocessing.

The caps remain detached during automated reprocessing,
drying, and storage but the removable parts need careful reattachment before use.

If detachable components of the duodenoscope can be autoclaved, thorough manual cleaning prior to autoclaving is also a prerequisite for successful sterilization.

- **Duodenoscopes with fixed distal caps.** Fixed distal ends demand more attention during cleaning because the narrow lumen behind the elevator is difficult to access with standard cleaning brushes [2–7]. Special brushes are needed in order to ensure thorough cleaning and to avoid any damage. Various manufacturers have launched specially designed cleaning brushes for duodenoscopes. Manufacturers (either of endoscopes or of cleaning accessories) should provide relevant data about the compatibility of their cleaning devices [2].

  ▶ **Table 1** Different designs of the distal tips of duodenoscopes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed distal end and a rinsable elevator wire channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed distal end and a sealed elevator wire channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removable distal cap and rinsable elevator wire channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Removable distal end that can be dismantled and autoclaved having a brushable elevator wire channel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the recent ERCP-related outbreaks, small cracks, minor defects, and remaining debris with microbiological loads were detected at the distal end of some duodenoscopes during service [4–8].

Audits following the outbreaks did not discover any lapses in reprocessing procedures, but the publications did not mention whether a leak test was routinely performed manually and in the EWD [4–8].

Case reports from gastroenterology, pneumatology, and cardiology settings showed that damaged endoscopes caused a series of infections after transesophageal endoscopy and after bronchoscopy [1, 33, 34], which underlines the importance of the leak test. This raises the question of whether the leak test can detect micro defects or not. Therefore visual inspection (using magnifying glasses) especially of the distal end of the duodenoscope for potential small defects and micro damage is recommended after completion of the entire reprocessing cycle [22]. Manufacturers already recommend periodic maintenance and routine replacement of certain components [9] to prevent harm resulting from micro damage.

Thorough drying of all endoscope channels is necessary before storage, to prevent any growth of micro-organisms such as waterborne bacteria that thrive in damp conditions.

In some countries drying cabinets are already recommended (e.g., United Kingdom, France, The Netherlands). Other countries emphasize the quality of drying (e.g., Germany).

### Process validation and microbiological surveillance

**RECOMMENDATION**

The entire reprocessing procedure in endoscope washer-disinfectors (EWDs) should be validated according to the European and International Standard, EN ISO 15883.

**RECOMMENDATION**

Routine technical tests of EWDs should be performed according to the validation reports.

**RECOMMENDATION**

Microbiological surveillance of a proportion of each department’s endoscopes should be performed every 3 months, with the requirement that all endoscopes used in the unit are tested at least once a year.

The validation of the entire reprocessing procedure is a prerequisite for an effective and reproducible process [35, 36]. It is important that the Performance qualification (see Glossary) is done with all the different endoscope types used in each department, in order to prove the efficacy of the reprocessing cycle with all endoscopes [35, 36].

Routine microbiological surveillance is important to identify any deviations, technical errors, and failures of the reprocessing cycle [35–37]. The ESGE-ESGENA Guideline recommends regular microbiological surveillance every 3 months and emphasizes the necessity of sampling all parts and available channels of an endoscope [37].

After the recent outbreaks, the US Centers for Disease Control have published interim recommendations on microbiological surveillance for duodenoscopes. However, these do not cover all parts and channels of duodenoscopes [38].

The frequencies and test methods for microbiological surveillance are contentious and are the focus of controversial discussions in various publications; these issues need further research [2, 11, 12, 23].

In the USA, additional tests for detecting residual tissue markers (e.g., ATP, hemoglobin) have been introduced, with the aim of validating the efficacy of manual cleaning before disinfection [2, 22, 23].
### Table 2  Quality criteria for the safe reprocessing of endoscopes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality Criteria</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Structure quality</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Reprocessing room                                                               | - Separate, purpose-designed, reprocessing room  
- Strict spatial and procedural separation between contaminated and clean working areas and workflow, with a preference for two separate rooms |
| Staff number                                                                    | - Adequate number of competent staff |
| Staff qualifications                                                             | - Only trained and competent staff perform endoscope reprocessing  
- Structured training program, regular competency assessment, and updates  
- Documentation of initial training, updates, and regular competency assessments |
| **Process quality**                                                             |                                                                                                                                                                                                       |
| Standard operating procedure (SOP) for reprocessing                             | - Detailed reprocessing protocols according to manufacturer’s recommendations, including photos, for each different type of endoscope available in the department, with easily accessible copies also in the reprocessing room  
- Regular updates of SOPs, adopting new evidence and product changes  
- Archiving of documented reprocessing cycle for each patient |
| Precleaning in endoscopy room                                                    | - Rinsing/flushing of all accessible channels with detergents by using dedicated cleaning adapters  
- Function checks of all channels  
- Transport in closed containers |
| Manual cleaning of endoscopes                                                   | - Manual leak testing, after each endoscopy procedure, after precleaning, and before starting the steps of the cleaning procedures  
- Manual cleaning of all accessible channels and vital components using suitable brushes  
- Single-use brushes only (size according to the channel diameter, approved for use with the specific gastrointestinal endoscope, new brush for each endoscope decontamination cycle)  
- Special brushes for certain components (e.g., distal tip and elevator mechanism)  
- Thorough cleaning of distal tip of duodenoscopes, including detachable components  
- Flushing of all accessible channels with detergent, followed by rinsing with water, using dedicated adapters  
- Visual assessment of cleanliness |
| Reprocessing in endoscope washer-disinfector (EWD)                              | - Correct positioning of endoscope in EWD including correct positioning of the elevator mechanism  
- Correct connection of all channels  
- Checking at the end of disinfection to ensure that all connections are attached and have not come loose during the cycle  
- Visual assessment of cleanliness |
| Drying and storage                                                               | - Complete drying of all external and internal surfaces with medical compressed air  
- Storage in closed, ventilated cabinets or drying/storage cabinets |
| Documentation                                                                    | - Documentation of all manual and automated reprocessing steps, including technical parameters of the reprocessing cycle, reprocessing staff, and patient in whom the endoscope was used  
- Archiving of reprocessing details (according to national laws/standards) |
| Release of endoscope                                                             | - Verification of correct reprocessing by checking all process parameters  
- Visual inspection of distal end components, using magnifying glass, for possible defects and damage  
- Documentation of release for use |
| **Outcome quality**                                                             |                                                                                                                                                                                                       |
| Validation of reprocessing procedure                                             | - Validation according to EN ISO 15883 once a year  
- Protocols for routine technical tests  
- Documentation of validation |
| Microbiological surveillance                                                     | - Protocol for microbiological surveillance  
- Documentation of microbiological surveillance |
| Maintenance                                                                     | - Protocol for maintenance of all endoscopes, EWDs, and drying cabinets |
| Outbreak management                                                             | - Protocol in place for outbreak management  
- Documentation of the evaluation of any outbreak management |
Outbreak management

**RECOMMENDATION**

In the case of suspected endoscopy-related infection, the relevant device (e.g., endoscope, EWD) should be taken out of service until adequate corrective actions have been taken.

**RECOMMENDATION**

Outbreaks should be managed by a multidisciplinary team, including endoscopy, hygiene, and microbiology experts, manufacturers, and regulatory bodies, according to national standards and/or laws.

**RECOMMENDATION**

In the case of suspected MDRO outbreaks, close cooperation between the endoscopy unit and the clinical health provider is essential (including infection control departments and hospital hygienists).

If any contamination is found, or if a particular medical device is likely to be the cause of infection, it is the responsibility of the clinical service provider to take the suspected equipment out of service (e.g., endoscopes, EWDs, accessories). Corrective actions should be taken such as maintenance, review and improvement of the reprocessing cycle, and staff training. The outcome quality of the reprocessing cycle must be satisfactory before the suspected device can be used again [21, 37].

The quality criteria for structure, process, and outcome quality of endoscope reprocessing are listed in ▶ Table 2.

Summary

Safe and effective endoscope reprocessing is crucial to patient safety in endoscopy. Noncompliance with guidelines as well as deviations from standardized and validated reprocessing protocols may lead to ineffective reprocessing, with the possibility of patient-to-patient transmission. Recent MDRO outbreaks show how narrow the margin of safety is, despite compliance with reprocessing protocols. Important tools in the prevention of infections are:

- Staff training and regular competence assessment;
- Staff adherence to guidelines and to manufacturers’ specifications and instructions for use;
- Routine inspections of endoscopes, and regular/scheduled maintenance;
- Periodic quality assessment, with audits of staff compliance, microbiological surveillance, and validation of reprocessing cycles;
- Dedicated places and equipment for all reprocessing steps (structure quality).

When there is suspicion of endoscopy-based transmission, infections should be managed by a multidisciplinary team. Health care professionals and manufacturers should be aware of their legal responsibility to patients to ensure their safety.

Disclaimer

ESGE/ESGENA position statements and guidelines represent a consensus of best practice based on the available evidence at the time of preparation. They may not apply in all situations and should be interpreted in the light of specific clinical situations and resource availability. Further controlled clinical studies may be needed to clarify aspects of the statements, and revision may be necessary as new data appear. Clinical consideration may justify a course of action at variance to these recommendations. ESGE/ESGENA position statements and guidelines are intended to be an educational device to provide information that may assist endoscopists in providing care to patients. They are not rules and should not be construed as establishing a legal standard of care or as encouraging, advocating, requiring, or discouraging any particular treatment.
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